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“I constantly hear my friends complain about work.
They say that the workload has become heavier than before.
They say that people are working longer yet receiving lower salaries.
They say that their life is out of their control and their dreams are dead.
I feel pathetic when I hear these comments.
Will I have to become one of those busy bees after graduation?”
Living a life that is centered around work and gradually losing my way?

Alone/Together
When a new work market first sets up, there is an immediate demand for a workforce and working opportunities). It is not hard to get a job
since one has few competitors and one’s role is hard to be replaced. Most who have knowledge about this field can pass the interview. On
the other side, the employer is also willing to cultivate the employee to become the expert they need. Then the business expands and the
work becomes gradually more divided and more detailed. More laborers are still wanted but the work they need to do becomes more specific
and repetitive. The lack of diversification, unfortunately, cuts the workers’ chance of in-depth learning, making them nothing but replaceable gears in a production line. Decades ago, for example, a shoemaker must learn everything about shoemaking, devoting time to self-improvement without the pressure from other competitors. As more people became shoemakers, the workflow was divided and simplified into
several stages charged by assigned workers, for the purpose of high efficiency in production. Under this circumstance, the workers are only
exposed to the part they are responsible for, subsequently becoming individuals with specific and limited knowledge who can be easily replaced. Next, more people come into this market and the competition becomes harsher. The number of job positions shrinks, and the path of
getting hired tightens. Employers lose their patience and expect more from applicants. Instead of wasting time cultivating a rookie, they prefer those who already have skills and are immediately productive. As a result Some people begin to lose jobs.
Many young people in China who just stepped into the work market face a similar issue. They graduated with limited knowledge and are
trained to fit into the positions of the whole production line like a gear. Heavy and tedious workloads limit squeeze their personal time for
thinking and learning. They lose their curiosity and only expect a nice weekend of rest or worse, over-shopping and overspending to soothe
their tired life. As my friends and I consider our post-graduation working possibilities and futures, over half have the intention to quit and
become freelancers, as they believe will lead to more personal time, and space for self-improvement.
Freelancers, such as writers, independent illustrators, internet influencers, and others, spend most of their time working alone at home and
set up their own timetable. To the young generation who are yearning for freedom and feel awkward with socialization in companies, this
seems like an ideal way for making a living. However, though working independently brings more personal space and freedom, it comes with
disadvantages as well, and involuntary singlehood is one of them. An involuntary singlehood population is a group of people who are eager
to be in a relationship with others but still remain single for a long time. In the case of freelancers, the desire is not only limited to finding
mates but also finding friends.
The reasons for involuntary singlehood could be concluded into the following three: working mode, migration, and personality. First of all,
working alone at home hinders the chance to communicate with people. The limit of the environment makes it hard for them to expand
their social circle. Moreover, most freelancers choose to migrate to big cities such as Shanghai and Shenzhen where there are more resources
for business and clients. Being a freshman in a strange city always accompanies loneliness and isolation. Last but not least, people who

prefer working independently are mostly introverts and thus are nervous about socializing, but this does not mean they do not need people.
This thesis targets the young generation in China who work at home alone and stay involuntarily single, with the proposal to offer a dynamic
community for working and socializing. The proposal offers freelancers access to both private and shared work studios, public recreation areas, and other spaces such as galleries and meeting rooms where people can gather together. The community will be divided by floors based
on different themes so people can choose which floor they want to settle in. Freelancers who subscribe to the membership of the community could book or rent individual studios online, and have unlimited access to other rooms where they can work or spend time together. On
the other hand, the community will hold events regularly and bring everyone together, providing chances for communication and resources
sharing. The architectural elements such as the balcony and the stair will be used in the process of design. Interior balcony will be added to
each floor which is centered by a public yard where the gallery will be located. The individual studio will also have a balcony where one can
remain in contact with the outside people while working alone.
Although the project would just be a frame and idea of co-working space for freelancers, a site can be used as the experiment land for it.
Shenzhen is the largest migrant city in contemporary China. Approximately 60% of its population is from other cities and the average age of
a resident is 33, making it a suitable place for the project. The various opportunities there attract generations and generations to migrate and
settle. OCT(Overseas Chinese Town)-loft in Nanshan district of Shenzhen is a renovation project that transformed factories and dorm buildings built in the late 1980s into workspaces for art-related workers. Old factories and dorm buildings are now transformed into workplaces
for many cultural and creative companies ranging from painting, animation, jewelry design, apparel design, architecture, photography, and
other art-related fields. There are also business groups such as conceptual restaurants, bars, bookstores, cafes, and other retail. Most buildings are occupied by art businesses and workshops, but there are still some left for rent. Therefore the proposal is to transform one of these
buildings into a place to accommodate the young single immigrant free-lancers.
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Chapter 1:
the Idea

“996” is a work schedule in which employees have to work from 9 am to pm, six days a
week without overtime pay.
It is caused by peer pressure and cutthroat
competition among the young generation in
today’s China.
At first everyone lives a normal life, then
someone starts to work harder and longer
voluntarily than others, and get the attention from the employers. Then others sense
the bunus and begin to imitate this person.
This makes the employers misunderstand
the former workload was not enough and
begin to arrange more work to the employees. As a result, everyone has to overwork or
they will not keep their job.
996 has became an unspoken rule in the
workplace.
There are also other work schedules like:
007 (to work 24 hour a day, seven days a week)
9107 (to work from 8am to 10pm, seven days
a week)

It can cause many problems including loneliness, isolation, ad bad health

One week of a 27 year-old female in Shenzhen

One week of a 27 year-old male in Shenzhen

Weekday
8:00-8:30 am: Get up and prepare to go to
work
8:30-8:50 am: Commute to the workplace
8:50 am-12:00 pm: Work
12:00-2:00 pm: Lunchbreak
2:00-6:00 pm: Work
6:00-10:00 pm: Dinner and work
10:30 pm: back home
10:30-11:00 pm: Calling with family
11:00 pm: Go to bed

Weekday
10:00-10:20 am: Get up and prepare to go to
work
10:20-11:00 am: Commute to the workplace
11:00 am-2:00 pm: Lunch and work
2:00-6:00 pm: Work
6:00-8:00 pm: Dinner
8:00 pm-1:00 am: More work
1:00-1:30 am: Back to home
1:30-3:00 am: Midnight breakfast and video
game
3:00 am: Go to bed

Weekend:
Most of the time stay alone at home and
rest
Sometimes have a dinner with colleagues

Weekend:
Call and chat with family
Most of the time stay alone at home and
have computer game online with friends

Communication could be encouraged by
eye contact. And eye contact could be encouraged by the combine of private and
public spaces.
Here, people could be able to focus on their
own work while still stay connected with
ohters. Seeing others around the space
and what they are doing, they could have a
sense of being together with others and being one of the community even though the
direct communation does not happen.

Each unit accommodates two people

Intimate working space

Living space for visitors

French window for enjoy sunshine and views

Individual bathroom and shower

View of the unit

Book shelves work as vertical circulation

Lecture space for taking professional classes

Book shelves in the center of working space

Gallery for artwork exhibition and discussion

Individual and group work space

Gallery garden sketching from nature

Green on the roof floor

Enjoy the green on the roof floor

Gym on the roof floor

Meditation room on the roof floor

Gathering space on each floor

Ground floor garden

Vertical circulation in the atrium

Ground garden

Open kitchen on each floor

Dining space on each floor

Balcony on each floor

Laundry room on each floor

Shenzhen is the most popular migrated city
in China, where more than 60% of its population are from other places.

Chapter 2:
the Site

Shenzhen is also a young city, not only
because of its short history, but also the fact
that nearly 80% of the population are in the
ages from 20-40, The average age of people
in Shenzhen is 33, making a big contrast
with 38.9 years old, the average age of the
whole population in China.

Nearby several residential districts, OCT loft is the home of artworkers and recreation place for art
lovers and visitors.
Factories and dormitories of the workers which were built in early 1980’s was abandoned. In 2003,
the reborn of this area started. The first project was a reconstruction of one of the old factory into
an art museum, which followed by the redesign of the whole zone in the late 2004.
Old factory and dorm buildings are now transformed into workplaces for many cultural and creative companies ranging from painting, animation, jewelry design, apparel design, architecture,
photograph and other art-related fields.
There are also many commercial groups such as conceptual restaurants, bars, bookstores, cafe and
other retails.

OCT-Loft, Shenzhen, China

Lanting Hotel is located at North part of the OCT-Loft district in Shenzhen.
It is a six-floor concrete building that was built in 1980s and has been abandoned for more than ten years.

The hotel faces the main street in the North, a five-story residential building in the South,
a one-story parking lot in the West, and a market in the East.

View of the original building from the East

View of the original building from the West

View of the original building from the South

View of the original building from the North

Built in the 1980s
Height: 70ft
Width: 85 ft
Length: 210 ft
Concrete Frame
Beam span: 21 ft.
North-eastern Stairs

Chapter 3:
the Anti-996 Apartment

Anti-996 Artist Apartment is a place for
young people who are chaging their careers
to temporarily relieve and do self-training,
find peers, and prepare for the new career
field.

Mater Plan of the abandoned Lanting Hotel

Mater Plan of the redesigned Anti-996 Artist Apartment

1st Floor Plan

1.5th Floor Plan

2nd Floor Plan

3rd Floor Plan

4th Floor Plan

5th Floor Plan

Roof Floor Plan

Living unit plan and sections

West-East Section

Working space Section

Living space Section

North Elevation

South Elevation

West Elevation

Chapter 4:
the Story of Mr. Red

Mr. Red is a “996” employee who always has
a dream to become an independent illustrator but do not have the courgae and time.
Now he is abouot to start his new journey
in our Anti-996 Artist Apartment.

“Time for changing...”

“What a beautiful garden and atrium.”

“Can’t wait to see my little room and roommate!”

“I like working on the open corridor. Here I can see others and enjoy the sunlight and green.”

“The public studio space is perfect place for focusing on my new project.”

“Let me grab a book at the center stair-library.”

“The balcony of the studio is each a nice place to take a little rest during work.”

“Time to cook! The open kitchen allows me to see what others are doing while preparing the meal.”

“I invited my friends to visit my new place. We have a warm conversation at the bay corridor.”

“The big steps on the first floor is a nice place to take professional classes or watch movies.”

“I also love seeing others’ work at the gallery and talking with them.”

“Not to mention the secret garden of the gallery. My favorite place!”

“Laundry day! We can sit down and have a cup of coffee while waiting.”

“We have many plants on the roof floor. There are also gym and meditation rooms on this floor.”

“But at night, it is for a party! I fell in love with the dark blue sky and stars.”

“Sometimes I’d like to stay in my room and work alone.”

“I just made a pizza. Do you want to join me at the dining area and have a slice? It’s a nice spot to see the city, too.”

“After a meal, I always like to chill out with my friends in our beautiful garden. We also welcome the neighbor to come.”

“My roommate went to the gallery. I enjoy the sunshine from our bay window.”

“What a nice day. you should try to live here If you dislike 996 neither and want to start your own art business.”

